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Commonbealtj) of |$3ssat|}usetfs.

Secretary's Office, Boston, April 6, 1868.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives.
•

In compliance with the requirements of the laws of

the Commonwealth, I have the honor to suhmit here-

with the Annual Report relating to Births, Deaths

and Marriages in Massachusetts, which have occurred

during the year ending December 31, 1866, and have

been returned, according to law, from the several cities

and towns. This volume constitutes the Twenty-Fifth

Annual Report upon the subject of the Registration of

Births, Marriages and Deaths in Massachusetts.

The accompanying editorial remarks and observa-

tions have been prepared by George Derby, M. D.,

of this city, Surgeon of the City Hospital, to whom

the Commonwealth is also indebted for like services

in the preparation of the Report for 1865. His famil-

iarity with the details of the undertaking and previous

acquaintance with the subject have undoubtedly enabled

him to present such deductions from the Tables as will

render the present not inferior in value or interest to

any Report of previous years.



VI PREFACE.

The present document, while embracing Tables upon

the same subjects, and formulated after similar plans

with those of former years, contains also new features

of interest. The abstract of the Census of Massa-

chusetts, taken by State authority in 1865, having been

issued during the past year, has for the first time been

made available in the preparation of the Report, and

constitutes a part of the Tables.

A new and elaborate Table, exhibiting the Parent-

age of all persons deceased during the past registration

year, is now first incorporated with the Report and

presented to the public, and may be found at page

48. This Table will afford opportunity for comparison

of the relative mortality among those of Foreign or

American Parentage, and for securing information upon

certain contested points which it has not heretofore been

practicable to obtain—the returns from the several cities

and towns, until recently, not having included the place

of birth of the parents of deceased persons among the

subjects of inquiry to be recorded or rejDorted to this

department.

It will be perceived that more than usual attention

has in the present Report been devoted to the discus-

sion of the means of 'preventing disease. The editorial

observations upon this important subject will be found

instructive and valuable.

Special pains have been taken the past year to secure

accuracy and completeness of the Returns from the
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towns, by correspondence or personal communication

with those disposed to delinquency in any respect. The

laborious duties of the clerks in this office, in the prepa-

ration of the tables composing the bulk of this docu-

ment, have been performed with great care and fidelity,

and with a view to scrupulous accuracy.

In the Preface to the Report of the previous year,

(1865,) it was mentioned that the Registration Reports

of Massachusetts are constantly increasing in value,

and have attained a high reputation at home and also

in Europe. Allusion was also made to the fact that

the methods employed here have repeatedly served as

models for adoption in other States. During the past

year a similar application received from another State,

for information in regard to our Registration Sys-

tem, and for specimens of the blanks and documents

employed in connection therewith, has furnished like

testimony in favor of the plans here adopted.

Respectfully submitted.

OLIVER WARMER,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.
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TWENTY-FIFTH REGISTRATION REPORT,

(1866.)

A quarter of a century has now passed since these Annual

Reports of the social life of Massachusetts were commenced. The

history of one generation, at least, is on record. The three most

important events in the life of every individual within our borders

if occurring during this period, are clearly set forth, attested,

indexed, and filed away in the office of the secretary of the

Commonwealth for reference and use by all who may seek such

information. The records of family Bibles may be lost and

destroyed, but here are the originals, which, like the deeds of real

estate at the registry, establish the birth, marriage and death title

of every man, woman and child in Massachusetts, to be used in

law, or in any way in which it may be important to prove the fact.

This to the individual is often of extreme value and importance

;

but to the Commonwealth of which he is a member, the aggrega-

tion of such a mass of facts gives rise to questions of the most

interesting character, and furnishes answers to problems which

have always perplexed the minds of men, and whose solution was

not possible in any other way. " Public health is public wealth,"

expresses the practical view which Benjamin Franklin entertained

of what is now known as the science of Sanitary Economy, rest-

ing on the secure foundation of vital statistics, but which in his

day did not exist. In a letter of his, written in 1751, and

entitled, " Observations concerning the increase of mankind,

peopling of countries, Ac.," he expresses his strong interest in the

subject, and in the absence of definite figures and facts, gives his

opinions upon the number and fertility of marriages, the probable

increase of population, and many other kindred matters. Before

the end of Franklin's century, the advance of civilization began to

strongly influence the opinion of the world upon the needless sac-

rifice of life dependent upon the neglect of public health. Polit-

ical economists saw the waste, and philanthropists saw the suffer-
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ing ; but the absence of vital statistics was a bar to much real

progress, since no one could demonstrate what many intelligent

minds perceived. At the present day every civilized country has

adopted a system of registration more or less complete. By such

records we can clearly see the comparative duration of life in dif-

ferent countries, and in the various parts of any country ; the

influence of density of population and of various occupations upon

mortality ; the immunity of certain districts from certain diseases,

and are thus put upon the direct and certain road to a final dis-

covery of their causes ; the distribution of certain diseases between

the sexes, the influence of seasons, and of age. Physicians gain

through registration the invaluable guide to judicious treatment

of disease which is based upon the epidemic constitution of the

season, or the year,—a doctrine taught by Sydenham, but which in

his day it was very difficult to apply, for the want of certain

knowledge what the drift of the period really was. Now-a-days

we find in the English medical journals weekly reports from the

registrar's office pointing out the causes of all deaths in the great

cities. In Boston, the city registrar informs the public every Sat-

urday what diseases are prevailing ; and we are so accustomed to

such information that it is not always recognized how valuable it

is, how difficult it would be to gain any approach to such definite

knowledge in any other way, and how it disarms epidemics of

imaginary terrors. It is an index pointing steadily at the essential

fact, and as much to be depended upon as the thermometer or the

wind-vane.

The classification and analysis of death-returns on a large

scale have become a study by themselves, and susceptible of uses

still greater and more varied as their number increases ; and their

value is perhaps equally great to statesmen and physicians. It

has always been the reproach of medicine that its rules of prac-

tice are vague. This is a consequence of the complex organism

with which it deals ; but vital statistics, by taking a more compre-

hensive view of disease, by regarding the human mechanism, not

in the individual but in communities, extinguishes many errors,

and shows us the influences which effect public health in such a

manner that we can claim to be exact in our conclusions. Yet in

the interpretation of figures derived from vital statistics, it is

important to remember the great liability to error in unskilful

hands. Not every one can illustrate the truths of chemistry by
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experiment. A defect in the apparatus, or a want of delicate tact

in the management of materials, may apparently contradict the

laws of nature and chemical affinity. Statistical figures are

equally sensitive, and require equally careful treatment. An
important difference between the two, however, is found in the

fact that if the chemical experiment fails we know it ; if the sta-

tistical experiment fails we very likely do not. Yet the laws gov-

erning both are equally definite. Much unmerited discredit has been

brought upon statistical argument from the causes to which we

have referred. It is even a common saying that " anything may be

proved by figures." Yet how untrue this is may be readily seen by

our constant and habitual reliance upon them in the common
affairs of life. Commerce, all industrial interests, finance and

political economy are seen to be directly dependent upon that

grouping together in numerical form of large numbers of ascer-

tained facts to which is given the name of statistics. The great

interests of life insurance are securely based upon life-tables

derived from just such facts as are presented in this volume. The

medical profession is very largely indebted for the progress it is

now making in the knowledge of disease to this department of

science. No mere theory of disease can gain anybody's attention.

To be considered at all, it must be based upon proved and admitted

facts of the exact sciences, and upon numerous and careful observa-

tions. Thus many important rules of practice have been demon-

strated and brought into the clear sunlight of universally admitted

truth by statistical comparisons.

Public health is now recognized in Great Britain as one of the

most useful departments of government, and the work which was

there commenced only about thirty years ago has proceeded ever

since with constantly increasing interest on the part of the people,

and has been the means of already accomplishing very striking

results. What is now doing there is made evident not only by

the Registration Reports, but also by the annual reports of the

medical officer of the Privy Council, Mr. John Simon,, through

whom a vast amount of information is collected in the most

careful manner by medical officers who investigate by govern-

ment authority all subjects bearing upon the health of communi-

ties, and visit and report upon all places whoso condition can be

improved by their labors. In this country the prevention of

disease is becoming a popular- subject, and its practicability is
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recognized by many minds. Popular conviction will finally lead

to a reform of many unwholesome conditions of cities and towns

which are now permitted to exist ; but these conditions must first

be proved dangerous by the logic of facts.

The first step in the prevention of disease is the discovery of its

exciting causes, and these must be demonstrated so that all intelli-

gent minds can clearly sec them ; and this is a work not of a year

and perhaps not of a generation. While dealing with the tables

of this Report we are on firm ground. Facts like these are worth

the finding, however troublesome it may be to collect them, and

however wearisome to collate and digest them when grouped

together in the form of figures. They must be examined with

the single purpose of extracting any useful truth they may contain,

and with a complete disregard of all theories or conjectures pre-

viously entertained. When this is done we are on the high road

to useful and practical results, though the way may be a long one.

All declamation on such subjects is worse than useless. When

men tell us that here in Massachusetts the race is degenerating,

and that women are physically, inferior to their grandmothers, and

they know the reason why, we must ask them to prove their first

proposition before expatiating on their second. The final answer

to such inquiries is to be looked for in the patient accumulation of

observations made by those who seek truth for its own sake,

wherever it may be found and wherever it may lead. Many

valuable truths have already been discovered in the vital statistics

of this and other countries during the past quarter of a century,

and many are yet concealed which will one day see the light. In

searching for them, hasty conclusions are to be avoided, and when

perplexed with numerical statements which seem to lead to no

useful result, we must be content to wait until additional observa-

tions, and time, the great corrector of errors, have had opportunity

given them to separate the false from the true, and to bring what

is now obscure into the clear light of day.

The last five Registration Reports of Massachusetts have had to

deal with a state of war. Happily we have now returned to the

condition of peace which existed in I860. During the whole

period, from 1861 to 1865 inclusive, the normal relations of births,

deaths and marriages have been singularly perverted. The war

and its influences entered every household, killing its members,

preventing marriages, and in a still greater degree affecting births,
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by removing from their families those who would otherwise have

become the fathers of children. During 18G5 this unusual condi-

tion ceased, and we have now, for the first time in six years, a

state of peace, the effects of which on the natural increase of pop-

ulation are abundantly evident in the statements we have now to

make.

The whole number of names registered in eighteen hundred

and sixty-six was eighty-six thousand five hundred and seventy-

eight. These are divided as follows : Thirty-four thousand and

eighty-five (34,085) children were born alive, of which number

seventeen thousand four hundred and thirty-eight (17,438) were

males, and sixteen thousand six hundred and forty-seven (16,647)

were females.

Fourteen thousand four hundred and twenty-eight (14,428)

couples, or twenty-eight thousand eight hundred and fifty-six

(28,856) persons were married. Of this number eight thousand

six hundred and fourteen (8,614) were purely American mar-

riages, and five thousand eight hundred and fourteen (5,814) were

marriages either of foreigners exclusively, or in which one party

was foreign.

The whole number of deaths was twenty-three thousand six

hundred and thirty-seven (23,637,) of which eleven thousand six

hundred and seventeen (11,617) were males, and twelve thousand

and twenty (12,020) were females.

Comparing these numbers with the previous year we find the

following changes, all of a most gratifying character :

—

The births have increased by 3,836

The marriages have increased by . .1,376
The deaths have diminished by . . . 2,525

The number of births is greater than in any year since

1861. The number of deaths has not been so small since 1862.

The number of marriages is greater than has ever before been

recorded.

The natural increase of population, or the excess of births over

deaths, for 1866, is ten thousand four hundred and forty-eight, and

is 6,351 greater than in 1865.

The population of the State being, by the census of 1865,

1,267,031, one living child was born to every 3747 persons ; one
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person in every 43'91 was married; one person in every 53-60

died.

The average number of births daily was . . 98*38

The average number of marriages daily was . 39-53

The average number of deaths daily was . . 64-76

The percentage of births, deaths and marriages in 1866 was as

follows :

—

Births, 2-690

Persons married, 2-278

Deaths, 1-865

The excess of the birth-rate over the death-rate was -825 of one

per cent.

In the ten years preceding the war the deaths of females

exceeded those of males. In 1861 the deaths of females were

still slightly in excess. During the four foliowing years of war

the deaths of males predominated. We find in 1866 the deaths of

females again exceeding those of males by 402.

The births have increased in every county except Dukes. The

marriages have increased in every county except Barnstable and

Nantucket, in Norfolk the number remaining the same. The

deaths have diminished in every county except Middlesex.

The average age of those who died was 30*92 years, an increase

of 2*24 years over 1865.

Throwing out Dukes and Nantucket, where the numbers are so

small as to have no significance, the average age at death varies

from 25*65 in Suffolk, where are found the greatest number of

children of foreign parents, to 35*36 in Berkshire, 35*97 in Barn-

stable, 38-07 in Franklin, and 40*04 in Plymouth.
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Table showing the Number of Births, Marriages and Death;

Registered in Massachusetts during the past ten years.

YEARS.
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POPULATION.

Since the publication of the Registration Report for 1865, the

census for that year, made by State authority, containing many
valuable tables and much interesting information, has been issued

from the Secretary's office. From this it appears that the total

population of the State was 1,267,031. Males, 602,010 ; females,

665,021.

The numbers in the several counties in three successive semi-

decades, together with the gain or loss since 1860, are shown in

the following table :

—

Population by Counties for 1855, I860, 1865.

COUNTIES.
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This census, it should bo remarked, was taken just at the close

of the war, when large numbers were still absent from their

homes, many of whom, doubtless, escaped enumeration. The

chief losses are in the seaboard counties, which furnished a large

number of men for the naval service in addition to those who
served in the army. The tendency of population during the past

few years, however, has been strongly towards the manufacturing

centres, and this will account in a degree for the increase of Suf-

folk, Hampden, Norfolk, Essex and Middlesex, at the expense of

Bristol, Plymouth, Nantucket and Barnstable.

The following table, prepared for the State census report, by Dr.

Edward Strong, gives an interesting view of the advance of

Massachusetts in population during the past century :

—
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Several tables in the Census Report are given to show where

the increase and decrease of population during the past fifteen

years has occurred, and from these it appears that between 1855

and 1865 one hundred and sixty-six towns decreased in population.

We called attention last year to the fact that between 1820 and

1840 eighty towns lost population, and between 1840 and 1850 the

aggregate number of people in one hundred and fifty-nine towns

was stationary, and these same towns gained only 5-06 per cent.

between 1820 and 1840.

With reference to the increase and decrease during the past ten

years, Dr. Strong says, in the Census Report :
" The increase has

been confined almost entirely to the manufacturing towns, or to

those in the vicinity of Boston. In nearly all the counties the

smaller towns are losing population, the larger cities and towns at

the same time increasing, and the statement that all the larger

towns are becoming manufacturing towns would be nearly the

truth."

The following table, from the Census Report, shows the central-

izing tendency in a striking way :

—
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The indirect effects of the war upon population are seen with

more or less distinctness in all recent reports ; but the census

shows the direct effect in a marked diminution of adult males

between the ages of 20 and 60. Thus, instead of 266,040 in 1860,

we find 249,806 in 1865. Their numbers had diminished by

16,243, in spite of a gain to the general population of 35,965.

This is a serious loss, coming as it does exclusively from the pro-

ducing or " bread-winning " class, and its effect upon births will

also be at once perceived.

The following table, from the Census Report, shows the ages of

the people of Massachusetts at several different periods :

—
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Ever since the first census of 1765 there has been found an

excess of females over males in Massachusetts. The disparity has

increased somewhat rapidly since 1850, when the difference in

numbers amounted to 17,204.

In 1855 it was 31,629

1860 it was 36,959

But in 1805, this had increased to 02,420, the percentages being,

Males, 47-52

Females, 52-48

It would be very interesting to recognize the different races and

their relative proportions in the population of Massachusetts, but

we can see no sure and certain way of arriving at this result.

Previous to 1825 nearly all the people of the State were the

descendants of emigrants from England, most of whom came over

in the seventeenth and early part of the eighteenth century.

Probably few communities of equal size were more homogeneous

than the inhabitants of Massachusetts in the half century follow-

ing the revolutionary war. About 1830 the Irish began to pour

in upon us ; then the Germans and British Americans ; and very

recently the natives of the Western Islands, classed as Portuguese.

The Irish have prospered and multiplied, intermarrying with

Americans to some extent, and in the second and third generation

they cannot readily be distinguished from the descendants of the

Puritans. It is not possible for the census-takers to distinguish

race, and if those whom they interrogate claim to be Americans,

as they certainly are in one sense, they must have their claim

allowed. We can only distinguish with certainty the birthplace

of the inhabitants, and sometimes, but not always, the birthplace

of their parents. Classed according to nativity, the census of

1865 shows that 999,970 of our people were born in the United

States, 205,480 were born in other countries, and the birthplace

of 1,569 was unknown. Of the 999,976 Americans, 828,150 were

born in Massachusetts, and 171,720 in other of the United States.

Of the 265,486 foreign born, 183,177, or more than two-thirds

of the whole number, were born in Ireland, 32,390 in British

America, 25,229 in England, 11,125 in Germany, 6,967 in Scot-

land, 1,883 in Portuguese possessions, and 1,110 in France.
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The distribution and relative strength to the whole population

of the foreign born in Massachusetts at three different periods,

arc shown in the following tabic from the Census Report :

—

Numbers and Percentage of Foreign Population at the Periods,

1855, 1860, 1865.

STATE
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Number of Natives of Massachusetts in other States, and of

Natives of other States in Massachusetts, 1850 and 1860.

Emigrated to,— from
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BIRTHS

The following table exhibits the number of births which have

the past fifteen years :

—

been registered in Massachusetts durin

.YEAR.
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children who existed in Massachusetts in 18G0 and 1805. Thus
in 1860, there were between the ages of fifteen and fifty, 323,119

males and 350,927 females. In 1865 there were between these

ages, 307,784 males and 363,267 females. There was a relative

loss of 15,335 men, and a relative gain of 12,340 women. In

other words, the disparity between the sexes at marriageable ages

had increased from 27,808 in 1860, to 55,483 in 1865. If we can

imagine a compulsory union in 1866 of all unmarried persons in

Massachusetts between the ages of fifteen and fifty, 55,483 women
would remain for whom no partners existed, said this number is

twice as great as it would have been but for the war. These con-

siderations seem to be sufficient to account for a deficiency of

2,265 births in 1866, that being the number required to bring the

birth-rate up to 2*87, which we may regard as the standard rate

from 1852 to 1860.

In judging of the state of a community by its vital statistics, it

is always to be remembered that its birth-rate, taken by itself, is

of little value as an index to its prosperity, healthfulness, and the

enjoyment of normal conditions. The true tests are the death-

rate, and the difference between the birth-rate and death-rate.

This difference gives the natural increase, supposing the commu-
nity to be fixed, and subject to no changes from emigration or

immigration. The birth-rate is generally found high in commu-
nities subject to unwholesome influences. A crowded and dirty

and degraded population is usually a prolific one. St. Giles, in

London, produces a larger percentage of children than the rural

districts, and also a larger percentage than the average of all

England. The same is true of Lancashire, with its crowded

factory towns, and Liverpool, the most unhealthy city in England.

On the other hand, a community in the enjoyment of ease and

comfort, possessing the means of maintaining health by cleanliness

in all its forms (including in this term clean air, water and food,)

and particularly a community which is intelligent, and whose brain

is active and employed, will not have a high birth-rate, but its

death-rate will be universally found to be low, and the number of

children which it brings to maturity greater than one in which

they are more abundant, and in which healthful conditions are

wanting.

The birth-rate of Massachusetts cannot fairly be contrasted with

that of any European country, for several reasons. Our people
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arc, as regards race, heterogeneous. The people of England and

of France and of Germany arc each homogeneous, or if there

was formerly a diversity of race, time has accomplished a fusion

such as cannot cxi^t here while immigration continues. All strata

of society are in. each of the countries of Europe of essentially the

same stock. With us, however, the upper and middle classes are

almost exclusively of one race, enjoying the comforts of life, living

in good houses, well clothed and fed, and with habits of personal

cleanliness. They are also a brain-working people, if such a peo-

ple exists on the face of the earth. The lower classes of society

in Massachusetts, those who do the hard work, the unskilled

laborers, the hewers of wood and drawers of water, are almost

exclusively foreigners, and chiefly Irish. They live for the most

part in crowded neighborhoods, and under conditions well known

to be unfavorable to health and long life.

Their birth-rate is seen in certain wards of the city of Boston,

where this class largely predominates. In Ward 7, the present

year, it was 4*27, and in Ward 12, 3*60. This, it will be

observed, is very high, the rate for the State being 2*69
; and from

such observations it has often been suggested that the Celtic

race is more prolific in America than the Anglo-American. This

may be so, but it is well for us to note that in St. Giles, and in

Lancashire, and wherever in England is found a crowded and dirty

population, there the birth-rate is also much above the average,

notwithstanding the race is the same throughout all classes of society.

Our Anglo-Americans are also migratory, while the people of

Europe do not wander about their own country, but remain for

the most part where they were born. We have seen what

numbers come to Massachusetts from other parts of the

Union, and what still greater numbers are constantly going

from us to carry civilization and to build up new States

in the most distant parts of our territory. For these

reasons the birth-rate of Massachusetts cannot fairly be compared

with that of a stationary and homogeneous community. Its natu-

ral increase is also less distinctly seen, but taking the six years

before the war, it stands 1-09 per cent., against 1-10 in England.

This increase, we do not doubt, will continue when time has been

allowed for recovery from the effects of the war, by a restoration

of something like the old relations between the numbers of the

sexes.
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It may be interesting to see what so wise a man as Benjamin

Franklin thought about these and similar matters when vital sta-

tistics were unknown. In 1751, lie writes as follows :
" Tables

of the proportion of marriages to births, of deaths to births, of

marriages to the number of inhabitants, &c, formed on observa-

tions made upon the bills of mortality, christenings, <fcc, of pop-

ulous cities, will not suit countries ; nor will tables formed on

observations made on full-settled old countries, as Europe, suit

new countries, as America. For people increase in proportion to

the number of marriages, and that is greater in proportion to the

ease and convenience of supporting a family. When families can

be easily supported, more persons marry and earlier in life. Great

part of Europe is full settled with husbandmen, manufacturers,

&c, and therefore cannot now much increase in people. America

is chiefly occupied by Indians, who subsist mostly by hunting.

But as the hunter, of all men, requires the greatest quantity of

land from whence to draw his subsistence (the husbandman sub-

sisting on much less, the gardener on still less, and the manu-

facturer requiring least of all,) the Europeans found America as

fully settled as it well could be by hunters
;
yet these having large

tracts were easily prevailed on to part with portions of territory

to new comers, who did not much interfere with the natives

in hunting, and furnished them with many things they wanted.

Land being thus plenty in America, and so cheap as that a

laboring man that understands husbandry can in a short time

save money enough to purchase a piece of new land sufficient for

a plantation, whereon he may subsist a family, such are not afraid

to marry ; for if they even look far enough forward to consider

how their children, when grown up, are to be provided for, they

see that more land is to be had at rates equally easy, all circum-

stances considered. Hence marriages in America are more general,

and more generally early than in Europe ; and if in Europe they

have but four births to a marriage, (many of their marriages being

late,) we may here reckon eight ; of which, if one-half grow up,

and our marriages are made, reckoning one with another, at

twenty years of age, our people must at least be doubled every

twenty years." Further on he says :
" A nation well regulated is

like a polypus ; take away a limb, its place is soon supplied ; cut

it in two, and each deficient part shall speedily grow out of the

part remaining. Thus, if you have room and subsistence enough
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as you may by dividing make ten polypuses out of one, you may,

of one, make ten nations, equally populous and powerful ; or,

rather, increase a nation tenfold in numbers and strength/'

lias not Massachusetts been increasing these last hundred years

like Franklin's polypus ? And if the population within our State

boundaries has not doubled every twenty years, would not his

prediction prove to be true if we counted the territory which has

been settled by natives of our soil ?

The statement that in Dr. Franklin's opinion people married in

the middle of the last century at the age of twenty, and had an

average of eight children to a marriage, of which about one-half

grew up, is a very interesting one, and as near to the truth as we

are likely to get.

Living Births, and numbers living to one Birth in the different

Counties in 1866.

COUNTIES.
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From this table it appears that the counties were prolific in the

following order : Suffolk, Berkshire, Hampden, Worcester, Essex,

Middlesex, Norfolk, Plymouth, Bristol, Hampshire, Barnstable,

Franklin, Dukes and Nantucket. The counties containing large

towns and cities, as usual, produce the largest percentage of

children to population, the exception this year being Berkshire.

The island counties seem to be always far behind. The census

shows in those counties a much larger proportion of persons past

middle age. In Dukes and Nantucket, 26-3 per cent, of the popu-

lation are over 50 years of age ; in the State at large, 15.5 per

cent. This is doubtless owing to emigration of the young people.

The following table shows the births in the several quarters of

the year, and the birth-rate for each quarter, supposing it to have

been maintained through the year :

—

Births in Massachusetts.— Quarterly Rates.

PERIOD.
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Births arranged in periods of Six Months.

YEARS.
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the still-births. The illegitimate children have generally shown

an excess of females ; this year it is reversed.

Births by Counties.

—

Proportion of Males to Females.

COUNTIES.
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The preceding table shows that 975 more children were horn to

parents exclusively foreign than to parents exclusively American

;

that 2,798 children were horn of mixed parentage, and that the

difference between those of purely American parentage and those

of foreign and mixed parentage, was 3,773.

Percentages of American and Foreign Living Births daring- the

past Eighteen Years.
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remember that the children born on our soil, of whatever parent-

age, help to make up the million of native Americans above

referred to.

That the foreigners are more prolific than the Americans seems to

be proved. That they are more prolific because they are of another

race, is certainly not proved. They live under conditions which

have been found everywhere to promote fertility, and it is

extremely probable that if the two classes could exchange places

their productiveness would be reversed. Of the mortality of the

Americans and foreigners (the really important point in all ques-

tions relating to their probable future influence,) we shall have

occasion to speak when considering deaths.

Plural Births.—The whole number was 708. Two women
gave birth to triplets (one in Suffolk, the other in Worcester

County,) and three hundred and fifty-one women gave birth to

twins in 186G. The parentage was as follows: American, 41*81

per cent. ; foreign, 49*15 per cent., and mixed, 9*04 per cent.

The sexes conform very nearly to those of all the births, being

51-13 males to 48*87 females.

The frequency of plural births in a series of years, shows in a

striking way the operation of general laws of nature. Thus, in

ten years, 1856-65, one case of twins occurred to every 104

births, and one case of triplets to every 10,453 births. In 1866,

one case of twins occurred to every 96 births, and one case of

triplets to every 16,865 births.

Illegitimates.—The number was 281, or ten more than last

year ; 155 of American, and 126 of foreign origin. It is supposed

that all of these cases are not reported.

Stillborn.—The number reported (1,046) was above the average

of the past ten years, 187 more than last year, though less than in

1860. It is very probable that many are concealed. The per-

centage of stillborn to the whole number of births in 1866 was

3*07, or one stillborn to every 33 births.
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MARRIAGES.

The number in 1866 was 14,428, the largest ever reported in

Massachusetts, and 1,376 more than in 1865.

The number for nine years is given in this table:

—

Marriages
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this ceremony. In 1865 there was a progressive increase through

the four quarters ; but in 1866 there is a return to the usual

average proportions, the last quarter being greatest, the second

quarter next, the third quarter next, and the first quarter least

in numbers. The smallest number in any month is, as usual, in

March.

Marriages of persons under thirty-five years of age, during eight

years, 1859-66.

—

Percentages.
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The highest marriage-rate, as well as the highest birth-rate, are

found in Suffolk County. The proportion of marriages in Nor-

folk County seems remarkably small, and we can only account for

it by supposing that a large number of its people are married in

the city of Boston. There has been an increase of marriages in

every county except Barnstable and Nantucket, where the differ-

ences are trifling, and in Norfolk, where the number remains the

same as last year.

The marriage-rate for the State is 1*130. One marriage took

place for every 88 living, or one person was married for every

43-01 living.

The social condition of those who married in 18G6 is shown, in

so far as they were stated by the returns, in the following tables

:
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08 MAO
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It appears from these tables that the average age of all the men
who married during the year was 294 years, and of all the women
25 years.

The average age of men marrying for the first time was 26*4,

of women marrying for the first time was - ; !-<J years.

Social or Conjugal Condition of Persons Married in Massachusetts

in the year 18G6.

MALES.
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The next table gives the ages at which certain youthful mar-

riages were contracted. They are 536 in number. It will be

observed that in some instances the youth was only on one side :

—

Certain Marriages. -1866.
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Marriages according to Nativity.

—

Percentages.

37

YEARS.
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every year increasing. The children of Irish parents who came

over in great numbers between 1830 and 1850, have now reached

marriageable ages, and arc recorded as Americans. The process

of fusion of races in Massachusetts is becoming more complete

with each generation, and the separation into American and for-

eign classes is attended with greater difficulty and an increased

liability to error with each succeeding year. This is not to be

regretted, but it makes tables like the preceding of less value than

they would have possessed twenty years ago.
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BEAT II S .

This department of the registration reports is one of direct

importance, since it measures, by comparison with the existing

population, the condition of public health. Its indications are

positive. If pestilence has visited us, here are the certain signs

of its extent and its severity. If unusual mortality is found in

certain districts, it can be immediately traced to certain diseases

;

and by careful investigation and comparison of all the circum-

stances accompanying them, (conditions not readily attained, but

attainable^) we may reasonably hope to finally arrive at their

exciting causes. The next step—to their prevention—will be a

comparatively easy one. If length of days measures the health

of communities, we know by this report how we stand in Massa-

chusetts, and whether we are improving or retrograding. There

is much which is gratifying and encouraging in the death report

of 1866.

The following table will show how it stands in comparison with

the six preceding years :

—

Deaths registered in Massachusetts.
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Death-Bate during the past Six Years.

•
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health and of the duration of life. It is therefore a matter of

extreme interest to us in Massachusetts to know whether the

conditions in which we live are comparatively healthful, and

whether we live as long as other people. In England, a standard

of normal mortality has been generally recognized to be seven-

teen in a thousand. This, of course, is but an approximation,

and liable to change with succeeding generations. If the hopes

of those who count upon an increased duration of life from

sanitary reform are realized, it certainly will change ; but at

present, a mortality of not exceeding seventeen in a thousand is

the point aimed at, and hardly ever reached. On referring to the

English registration reports, it appears that no county in England

has maintained this rate for a series of years. The nearest

approach to it has been in Rutlandshire (1*85) and in Westmore-

land (1*81.) In both these counties the rate has fallen for a

single year below 1*70 per cent., or 17 in a thousand. The rate

for all England is about 2*21. It appears from the preceding

table, that while the death-rate for the State is, as we have pre-

viously seen, 1*86, the rate for the 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th divisions

is below this point. Grouping these four divisions together, we
find, with a population of 695,218, (55 per cent, of the whole

State,) that their death-rate is 1-71. Such results must be regarded

as highly satisfactory ; and although future generations will doubt-

less surpass them, it is pleasant to know that the prospect of long-

life in Massachusetts is at least as good to-day as that enjoyed by

any civilized country.
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Deaths by Counties.—1866.

C o D N T I E 8

.

DeattM to LOO Persons lirlog

living. I to one death.

Barnstable,
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Boston, 2-28
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Deaths In Massachusetts for 1866

—

Ages, Sex, Rates.
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Nativity and Parentage of Persons Deceased.—The value of

these tables consists in the fact that through them, and by com-

parison with corresponding tables of births, we may gain some

knowledge of the birth-rate, death-rate, and relative increase

of the two great classes of which our population is composed,

—

the Puritan stock, which settled Massachusetts, and the foreign

immigrants, who have come in during the present century. We
pointed out in the Registration Report for 1865 the impossi-

bility of attaining this information through the tables of nativity

alone, since the deaths of all persons born in America were

classed as deaths of Americans, without regard to the birth-place

of their parents ; and that the great mortality among the young

children of foreign parents gave necessarily an entirely erroneous

impression as to the mortality of the native and foreign classes.

In order to correct this error a table has been made, from an

analysis of the original reports from towns, giving the parentage

in connection with all deaths. Both tables are printed,—that of

nativity and that of parentage,—as each may help to explain the

other.

Nativity of persons deceased during thirteen years, 1854-66.
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In examining the last table, we are met at the outset by serious

difficulties. The number whose parentage is not stated (3,46Q) is

more than 14 per cent, of the whole. This defect is partly, no

doubt, the fault of the recording town officers, who may have

supposed that, as the information thus required had never been

analyzed, it did not demand the same care as other parts of the

record. It may also proceed from a real difficulty in obtaining

the facts, as the friends of the deceased may not know, or be able

to ascertain, the parentage. We must take the record as it stands,

and do the best we can with it, hoping that in future years it may
be more complete.

But this is by no means the only difficulty in drawing conclu-

sions from this table. It might at first appear that a comparison

of the foreign births and deaths with the numbers of the foreign

population as reported by the census would give the comparative

increase of the two classes. But the birth and death reports fix

the nationality by the birth-place of the parents, while the census

fixes the nationality by the birth-place of those who were enumer-

ated. The census takes the birth-place of the existing population
;

the birth and death reports go back one generation.

The children of Irish or German parents born on our soil are,

in the census, called American, while in the birth and death

reports they are called foreign. In point of fact, we have no

certain means of knowing how many of the 1,267,031 people in

Massachusetts are American or foreign in the sense of the birth

and death reports. We can, however, compare the birth and

death reports with each other, and from them gain some inter-

esting results.

By dividing the " not stated " equally between the two classes

we obtain the following result :—(See birth report, page 20.)
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have referred,—the great number in the death reports whose

parentage is unknown. The other is the greater age of the

American class. How great this latter difference is will be seen

by the following table :

—

Deaths at the Extremes of Life, " not stated " equally divided.
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How many American-born children of foreign parents are

included in our population ? This class must be nearly all under

35 years of age, since foreign immigration in any considerable

numbers commenced about 1830.

The number of this class who died in 1866 may be approximated

thus : Putting all the " not stated " (or those of doubtful nativ-

ity) with the Americans, and equally dividing the half foreign

class, the difference between the American and foreign deaths in

the two tables stands as follows. The parentage table shows the

number of Americans to be 5,003 less, and the number of foreign-

ers to be 5,003 more, than the nativity table. Consequently we

may say that at least 5,003 of the native-born children of foreign

parents died. How many more should be added from the thou-

sands whose parentage is not given, it is impossible to say, but in

round numbers 5,000 such deaths are proved.

The whole number of persons in Massachusetts under thirty

years of age,* by the census of 1865, was 746,702.

The whole number dying in Massachusetts under 30 years of

age in 1866, was 12,851, or 17 in a thousand.

The whole number of native-born children of foreign parents

dying in Massachusetts in 1866, was at least 5,000, and probably

very many more.

These are the only elements available for computing the num-

bers of the class in question, and they are insufficient to give the

desired information. It is not a population of all ages, but all or

nearly all are under middle life. The adults have, perhaps, an

average chance of life, but certainly the children have not. They

live for the most part in crowded towns, and under most unwhole-

some conditions. Wherever the sanitary conditions are most unfa-

vorable to life, there do these children most abound.

We have seen that the mortality of all classes under thirty

years of age was 12,851 ; and that the mortality among the native-

born of foreign parents, supposing them to be all under 30, (and

very few can be over that age,) was at least 5,000, or 39 per cent.

of the whole. It is quite evident the percentage was higher than

this, but it cannot be demonstrated. Add to this the mortality of

foreign-bom and we see that the actual number of deaths under

thirty years of age must be greater among the foreign than among

the native class.

* There are no means of ascertaining the number under 35 years of age.
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From the facts above stated the reader must form his own
opinion as to the relative strength of the two classes in our popu-

lation, but we think no one can estimate the numbers of those

who were either born in Europe, or are of European parentage, at

less than one-third of the whole. Without knowing positively

their numbers, no birth-rates or death-rates can be determined.

To make them on suppositions would be to put vital" statistics to

unworthy use.

That both the birth-rate and death-rate . of the foreign class is

very much higher than the birth-rate and death-rate of the Ameri-

can class is evident. Beyond that point we see no way to draw

conclusions with certainty of their correctness.

Every year the difficulty of making lines of division between

the (so called) American and foreign classes becomes greater as

these classes become more and more mingled and assimilated. If

we could imagine both immigration and emigration to cease for

two or three generations, (and this is but a trifling period in the

lifetime of a nation,) the statist who should then attempt to

identify classes derived from the Puritan immigrants of the 17th

century, and the Irish and German and British American immi-

grants of the 19th century, would find it as impossible as it would
be found to-day to distinguish the descendants of Saxons, Nor-

mans and Danes in the common people of England.

Mortality of Infants in State Almshouses.—There is a very gen-

eral belief that the unfortunate infants who are either born in the

State almshouses or are brought there from any cause, die in

unusual numbers. In order to ascertain the facts, which are not

completely evident from the registration returns, or from any

publications prepared for the legislature, application was made
to the superintendents of the almshouses, who furnished for this

Report the figures given in the following table :

—
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Children under one year of age in the State Almshouses in 1866,

and what became of them.
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CAUSES OF DEATH.

The weather during 18GG, as indicated by temperature and

rain-fall, was tbus recorded at Amherst and Williams Colleges :

—

Mean Temperature of the air, and amount of rain-fall for each

month of 18GG.
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victims, not differing greatly in numbers, or percentages to the

whole population, from its immediate predecessor. Changes in

the rate of mortality from these causes are perceived only by

comparison of a series of years. With the zymotic class, how-

ever, and particularly in the sub-division known as miasmatic, we

find included all the epidemics,—diseases which prevail, as the

name signifies, " upon or among the people." The immediate

influences which propagate and make active these terrible

destroyers of life are yet to be discovered. We only know that

they arc certain forms of fever, attacking large numbers simul-

taneously ; often suddenly leaving a locality and establishing

themselves in another which had been previously exempt ; each

epidemic seeming to have, in each place which it visits, a period

of increase and decline, and differing greatly in successive seasons.

The mystery which has always concealed the intimate nature of

these diseases from the knowledge of man is almost as impene-

trable as ever, yet in these latter days a practical observation has

been made which seems to bear the test of experience, It is

this : that the virulence and destructiveness of this class of dis-

eases is in proportion to the neglect of those provisions which

insure to a community cleanliness in the broadest sense of that

term. An overcrowded population, breathing foul air, will suffer

from epidemic diseases in a measure proportioned, in some degree,

to the unclean manner in which they live. It is therefore reason-

able to suppose that a condition of sound health has more or less

power to resist the introduction of these influences, whatever they

may be, and of enabling the body which has received them to

support the disturbance which they occasion better than a con-

dition of depressed, or feeble, or imperfect health. It also appears

that putrefying organic materials, with which the air in crowded

and ill-ventilated localities is always charged, have a property of

intensifying and making more virulent the epidemic poison, which

may be then conveyed in its more active form to other neighbor-

ing localities which may be neither crowded nor ill-ventilated.

It is from such considerations that the destructiveness of the

zymotic class of diseases is watched all over the civilized world, as

an indication, however imperfect, of the real progress which is

being made in promoting the public health. The record of Massa-

chusetts in 1866 is in this respect of a gratifying character.
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The following table will show how it compares with the two
preceding years :

—

YEARS.
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The preceding table shows the order of fatality of ten princi-

pal diseases as they are classed in the nosological table furnished

to the towns. This no doubt is as good and useful a division of

diseases as can well be made, yet in a certain view it fails to

express all we may wish to know. Thus it appears that if a certain

group of diseases, some members of which may be readily mistaken

for others and so reported, and all having a certain kinship, be

brought together, the result is quite different. Putting together

in this way apoplexy and paralysis, (4,366,) insanity, (434,)

cephalitis, (3,502,) and brain diseases, (1,693,) we find the aggre-

gate in six years to be 9,995, making the annual average 1,666,

or even more than pneumonia. This group, which seems almost

as well entitled to stand by itself as consumption, would then rank

next to that disease in fatality. This fact seems important to be

noted, since it furnishes proof, if any were wanting, that we are a

brain-working people in Massachusetts, and that not infrequently

this overworked organ shows the effect of the strain which it is

made to bear.
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Diphtheria.—This frightful disease, unknown or unrecognized

among us until within about ten years, began to be reported

among the causes of death in 1858. It increased rapidly from

18 deaths in that year, to 1,420 deaths in 1863. Since then the

decline has been almost equally rapid,—1,231 in 18G4, 072 in

1865, and 399 in 1866. The distinction between this disease and

croup has always been obscure, and cases of both diseases may be

reported under either heading ; but the number of deaths from

croup has not been correspondingly either decreased or dimin-

ished, and it is therefore certain that diphtheria has become very

much less fatal, and probably very much less frequent, than three

years ago. More than half the cases in 1866 occurred in the

counties of Essex, Middlesex, Suffolk and Worcester. The

greatest number of cases occurred in January, (50,) and the

smallest number in July, (16 ;) 199 cases were in children under

five, and 103 cases in children between five and ten years of age,

leaving only 97 above those ages.

Dysentery was much less fatal than usual. Deaths from this

cause are divided nearly equally between the sexes. As usual it

prevailed during the summer and autumn,—139 cases in July,

340 in August, 225 in September, 103 in October, and 142 in all

the other months. Four hundred and ninety-seven, or more than

half the decedents, were under five years of age. Essex, (148,)

Middlesex, (146,) Suffolk, (140,) and Worcester, (160,) show

the largest number of cases. The mortality from dysentery was

less than in any year since 1862, and less than the average annual

number during the past quarter of a century.

Typhus as well as dysentery was unusually fatal in 1865, but

in 1866 the falling off in the death returns of both diseases was

equally striking. In place of 1,694 deaths by typhus in 1865, we
have only 1,091 in 1866,—523 males and 567 females and one,

sex not stated. The largest number of deaths was in October,

(146,) and the smallest number in June, (48.) The difference

between these two seasons is less than usual, and shows that the

disease did not prevail, as it often does in the autumn, as a viru-

lent epidemic. The greatest mortality was, as usual, between the

ages of twenty and thirty, but no period of life was exempt. The
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distribution of typhus among the counties was not remarkable

in 18GG.

Measles.—Only 109 fatal cases were reported, equally divided

between the sexes. No month was exempt. Eighty-three cases

were under five years of age. Seventy of the 109 deaths were in

Essex, Middlesex and Suffolk Counties.

Scarlatina visited us very lightly in 1866. Only 385 deaths,

—

185 males and 200 females,—were reported from this disease,

which sometimes claims four times that number.

The percentage to deaths from all specified causes was but 1*58,

instead of more than 5 per cent, in 1862, 1863 and 1864, and

3*06 per cent, in 1865. All the counties report cases, but in none

did the disease prevail extensively. All but 16 of the cases were

under fifteen years of age, and 265 cases were under five. Cases

are reported in every month.

Erysipelas.—Under this head are also included seven cases of

phlebitis. Seventy-eight males and 69 females are reported.

These cases occurred in all the months of the year and at all

ages. The number is rather below the average.

Croup.—Two hundred and seven males and 224 females died

from this disease. This number is 1-79 per cent, of all deaths

from specified causes, which is 0*55 less than the average for the

past quarter of a century. It is probable that the treatment of

this much dreaded disease is better understood, and that some

lives have thereby been saved. Deaths are recorded in every

month of the year, the largest number (59) being in January, and

the smallest number (19) being in each of the months July,

August and September. Three hundred and seventy-nine were

under five years of age, 43 between five and ten, and 9 at other

ages which should probably have been credited to some other

disease. All the counties furnished cases, and in numbers not

calling for special remark.

Cholera Infantum caused the death of 576 male and 502

female children, and although cases are reported in each month,
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900 occurred in July, August and September. The largest num-

ber was in Suffolk County, (273,) next in Middlesex, (231,) and

Essex, (164,) while Franklin, Hampshire and Berkshire together

report only 53. It is a fatal disease in the counties having a

crowded population, while the counties not containing large cities

and towns suffer much less. The percentage of all specified

deaths in the State at large was 4*47 in 1866, or a little above

the average.

Teething.—This very indefinite cause of death is recorded in

220 cases, which is 0*39 of one per cent, less than the average.

Consumption caused the death of 4,600 persons,—2,124 males

and 2,476 females ; 46*17 per cent, of males and 53*83 per cent,

of females.

Although the whole number of deaths is 61 less than in 1865,

the percentage to deaths from all causes is 19*08 in 1866, in place

of 17*69 in 1865, owing to the greatly diminished number of

deaths from zymotic diseases. It is still, however, 1*53 per cent,

less than the average percentage for a quarter of a century. The

aggregate number is absolutely less than in either of the three

preceding years. The mortality in the

First quarter was 1,153 or 25*06 per cent, of the whole.

Second " " 1,229 or 26*72 " «

Third " " 1,079 or 23*46 "

Fourth " " 1,139 or 24*76 "

ii

U

it

Or, divided by seasons, the deaths were, in

Spring, 1,283 or 27*89 per cent, of the whole.

Summer, 1,125 or 24-46 " " "

Autumn, 1,100 or 23*91 " " "

Winter, 1,092 or 23*74 " " «
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Deaths from Consumption in the Counties, 186G.

—

Percentages.

COUNTIES.
Population,

1865.

Percentage to '

„ .. , Persons hv
Deaths from
all Specified

Causes.

ing to one

Death.

Barnstable,

Berkshire, .
" .

Bristol, .

Dukes and Nantucket, .

Essex, .

Franklin,

Hampden,

Hampshire, .

Middlesex,

Norfolk,.

Plymouth,

Suffolk, ....
Worcester,

34,610

56,944

89,395

8,948

171,034

31,340

64,570

39,269

220,384

116,306

63,107

208,212

162,912

21-03

16-31

18-69

19-11

20-70

18-69

18-01

17-37

1897

18 97

2463

1814

18-79

320

387

292

298

260

333

299

341

264

313

249

230

The geographical distribution of consumption was the subject

of somewhat extended remarks in the report of 1865, based upon

a table showing the mortality from this cause in every town in

Massachusetts for ten years. It was found that the disease is

very unequally distributed throughout the State. The cause of

this unequal distribution was not, however, apparent. In so far

as it was possible for a single observer to be acquainted with the

conditions of those towns and the different parts of those towns,

there was no cause which could be assigned with certainty as a

controlling one in the development or the progress of the disease.

It is not surprising that this should be the case, but we cannot

help believing that a careful comparison and classification of

groups of towns in the same vicinity, such as can be made by

physicians who are familiar with all the influences bearing upon

the health of the inhabitants, will finally lead to important results.
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The facts are cm record for all who are interested in the subject

to compare and apply them.

It is well known to most of our readers, that during the past

ten years Dr. H. I. Bowditch, of Boston, has expressed the opin-

ion, based upon very extensive observation, that soil-moisture is

chief among the causes of consumption in New England, and that

localities quite near to each other, and even in the same town and

neighborhood, may, chiefly from this cause, be possessed of influ-

ences upon this disease quite opposed to each other. These views

were expressed by Dr. Bowditch in the annual address delivered

before the Massachusetts Medical Society in 1862, and published in

their Transactions. A letter recently received from a gentleman

travelling in Europe in search of health for a member of his family,

gives the impression that the French physicians are aware of some

such influences as those described by Dr. Bowditch. He says

:

' ;

I observe that the resident physicians in the European winter-

stations are very apt to proscribe large portions or quarters of

their towns. Our doctor here, said we might as well not come to

Pau, unless we lived in a certain indicated part of the town. It

seems to me that the usages and opinions which prevail in these

invalid-stations, confirm the theory that the good and bad places

for lung-disease lie close beside each other, distinguished by local

conditions of very narrow scope."

A confirmation of Dr. Bowditch's leading idea, and one of a

very authoritative character, has recently appeared in the " Ninth

Report of the (English^ Medical Officer of the Privy Council." It

appears that inquiries were ordered in England in 1865 and 1866

into the u effect of drainage works and other sanitary regulations

designed to promote the public health." In pursuance of this

inquiry, twenty-four towns were selected in which structural

sanitary works had been most thoroughly done, and had been

longest in operation. These towns were of various sizes,—from

3,000 or 4,000 to 160.000 inhabitants. Tested by mortality

records, which were analyzed with the utmost care, it was found

mparison with an equal period of time preceding the san-

itary works, that very notable changes in the death-rate from

phthisis had taken place since the improvements had been made.

In commenting upon this result, Mr. John Simon, Medical

Officer of the Privy Council, says :
" These facts appear to indicate

a partial dependence of pulmonary phthisis on some of the
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unwholesome conditions which have been removed. And when a

detailed examination is made of the cases which give that indica-

tion, and they are compared with the different class where phthisis

has not lessened its amount, the novel and most important con-

clusion suggests itself, that the drying of soil which has, in most

cases, accompanied the laying- of main sewers in the improved

towns, has led to the diminution, more or less considerable, of
phthisis.

" The facts which are yet in evidence, seem most strongly to sup-

port this conclusion, which, should it he substantiated, will con-

stitute a very valuable discovery, evolved by Dr. Buchanan from

the inquiries here reported on.

" In the adjoining table, or in the table which Dr. Buchanan
particularly gives to this matter, it will be seen that the reduc-

tion of phthisis, where certain works have been executed, is

far too large and far too general to be regarded as an accidental

coincidence."

The table referred to is here given. In comparing the phthis-

ical death-rate in the first column with the change reported in

the second column, the diminution or increase is given by per-

centages of the previous rate. Thus, in the case of Salisbury, the

former rate was 44J per 10,000 living; the present rate 22|, or

49 per cent, of the former rate.

The phthisical death-rate in Massachusetts in I860 was 36 per

10,000 living.

U
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It will be observed that Mr. Simon speaks of this apparent con-

nection of phthisis with soil moisture as " a very valuable dis-

covery by Dr. Buchanan," and in another place as " a novel and
most important conclusion." We are therefore bound to suppose

that Mr. Simon had never seen or heard of the address to the

Massachusetts Medical Society, published in 1862, and that he

had not read the Massachusetts Registration Reports of either

1861 or 1865, in both of which reference is made to the observa-

tions of Dr. Bowditch.

Pneumonia.—Eight hundred and thirty-eight males and 801

females died from this disease in 1866. This is 146 more than in

1865. The percentage to all deaths from specified causes is also

1*13 per cent, higher, chiefly from the marked diminution in the

deaths from zymotic diseases before referred to.

Deaths from Pneumonia in the Counties, 1866.

—

Percentages.
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Order in which the Counties appear with respect to mortality

from Pneumonia and Consumption.

PNEUMONIA.
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Table I. -POPULATION, 1865—BIRTHS,

General Abstract, by Counties and Towns, of the Births, Marriages, and

with the Population, according to the State Census for 1865,

—

distin-

Persons Married, and the Sex and the aggregate and average ages of
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MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS, 1866.

Deaths registered in Massachusetts during the year 1866

—

in connection

guishing the Sex and the Percentage of Children Born, the Nativity of
the number who Died.

MAKHIACES.
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Table I.

—

Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
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Counties and Towns.

Population.

State

Census,

1865.

Middl'x— Con.

(St. Almshouse,)

Townsend,
Tyngsborough,
Waltham, .

Watertown,
Wayland, .

Westford, .

Weston, .

"Wilmington,

Winchester,
Woburn, .

Nantucket,

Norfolk,

Bellingham,
Braintree,

.

Brookline,

Canton, .

Cohasset, .

Dedham, .

Dorchester,

Dover,
Foxborough,
Franklin, .

Medfield, .

Medway, .

Milton,

Needham,

.

Quincy, .

Randolph,
Roxbury, .

Sharon,

Stoughton, •

Walpole, .

West Roxbury
Weymouth,
Wrentham,

Plymouth,

Abington,

.

Bridgewater,
{St. Almshouse,)

2,042

578
6,896

3,779

1,137

1,568

1,231

850
1,968

6,999

4,748

116,306

1,240

3,725

5,262

3,318

2,048

7,195

10,717

616
2,778

2,510

1,012

3,219

2,770

2,793

6,718

5,734

28,426

1,393

4,855

2,018

6,912

7,975

3,072

63,107

8,576

4,196

BIRTHS.

94
45
5

203
96
25
40
18
20
63

206

G7

3,114

20
71
158
74
59

177
271

7
52
41
20
92
68

79
186
169
873
31

150
34

154
285
43

1,624

281
94
30

Sbx.

M. v.

53
24
o

108
49
12

21

11

11

37
115

35 32

Unk. Am

Parentage.

1572 1536

9
38
79
46
34
91

124
1

26
22
8

41

34
36

105
87

459
11

71

17
64

152
17

840

128
58
15

11

32
79
27
25
86

147

6

23
19

12
51

34
43
81

82
414
20
79
16
90

133
26

777

153
36
15

53

Am Fa.
and

For. M
For. Fa.
and

Am. M.

61

5
11

5
1

27
130

1222

15
40
48
25
29

61

114
3

29

27
10
53

32
18
72
76

216
19

6S

21

55
163
28

1098

150
41
o

1574

2
23

101

37
23
102
125

4
19
12
7

17

33
50
94
74
563
11
63
12
84

106
12

433

114
45
28

45

10
3

136

3
4

3
8

f

12 l

2
2
3
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Table I.

—

Births, Marriages, and Deaths,
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Table II.—BIRTHS.

Distinguishing by Counties, by Months, and by Sex, the registered Number

of Children Born Alive during the year

1866.
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Table IV.—MARRIAGES.

Distinguishing hj Counties, and by Months, the Number of Marriages

registered during the year

1866.

Year and Months.
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Table V.—Continued.

(B.) First Marriage of Male and subsequent Marriage of Female.
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Table V.— Concluded.

(D.) Subsequent Marriage of both Parties.

AGE OF FEMALES.

3 o

JS @

All Ages i 964

Under 20,

20 to 25,

.

25 to 30,

.

30 to 35,

.

35 to 40,

.

40 to 45,

.

45 to 50,

.

50 to 55,

.

55 to 60,

.

60 to 65,

.

65 to 70,.

70 to 75,

.

75 to 80,

.

Over 80,

.

Unknown,

12
40
110
158
148
141

110
84
72
41

26
10
3

9

49

13

13

4
2
o
•)

122

4

18

199 197 144

37 38
29 53

16 40
11

!
37
11

10
2

2

13
42
47
43
31
9

5

4

1

3

16

35
27
21
19

14

95 56 38 14 21

3 -

4 -

2 1
- 1

11

(E.) Conditions of Parties not stated.

All Ages

Under 20,

20 to 25,

.

25 to 30,

.

30 to 35,

.

35 to 40,

.

40 to 45,.

45 to 50,

.

50 to 55,

.

55 to 60,

.

60 to 65,

.

65 to 70,.

70 to 75,.

75 to 80,

.

Over 80,

.

Unknown,
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Table YII-DEATHS BY AGE AND SEX,

Distinguishing by Age and by Sex, the Number of Deaths registered in each County

distinguishing Sex, according to the State Census of 180a,

—

and also with the

State and Counties.
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and Town in the State, during the year I860,

—

in connection with the Population,

Percentage of the registered Number of Deaths to the Population,
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Table VII.—Continued.

[1866.

Counties and

Towns.

Ton: lation—1 80,'».

Sex.

Deaths.

Per ct.

to Pop. Persons Sex.

Barnstable Co

Barnstable,

Brewster,

Chatham,

Dennis,

Eastham,

Falmouth,

Harwich,

Orleans,

Provincetown,

Sandwich, .

Truro,

Wellfleet, .

Yarmouth,

.

Berkshire Co.,

Adams,

Alford, .

Becket,

34,010

4,923

1,456

2,024

3,592

757

2,283

3,540

1,585

3,472

4,158

1,447

2,290

2,472

50,944

8,238

401

1,393

(Tot
Ma.
Fe.

[u.

[ Ma.
| Fe.

>Ma.
Fe.

|
Ma.

I Fe.

[Ma.
|Fe.

[Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

:u.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

U.

Ma.
Fe.

U.

Ma.
Fe.

Ma.
Fe.

U.

Ma.
Fe.

fTot.
I Ma.
Fe.

U.
(Ma.
jFe.

(Ma.
JFe.

(Ma.

34,010

17,043

17,507

2,359

2,509

096
700

1,288

1,330

1,753
1,839

391
306

1,140

1,143

1,788

1,752

755
830

1,754

1,718

2,047

2,111

703
744

1,172
1,124

1,197

1,275

50,944
27,724
29,220

3,989

4,309

236
225

701
692

1-44

•97

1-51

1-64

1-28

1-00

1-10

497

48

22

43

46

8

25

1-47
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Counties and
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TABLE VII.—-Continued.

[1866.

COtNTIES AND

Towns.

Essex—Con.
Rockport, .

Rowley,

Salem,

Salisbury, .

Saugus,

South Danvers,

Swampscott,

Topsfleld, .

"Wenham, .

West Newbury,

Franklix Co.,

Ashfield, .

Bernardston,

Buckland, .

Charlemont,

Colrain,

Conway, .

Deerfield, .

Erving,

1'oH LATION—!««.».

3,367

1,191

21,189

3,609

2,006

6,051

1,535

1,212

918

2,087

31,310

1,221

902

1,922

991

1,726

1,538

3,038

576

Sex.

Dkaths.

1'crct.
to Pop. Persons.

( Ma.

f
Fc.

( Ma.

J
Fe.

( Ma.

te
( Ma.
JFe.

(Ma.
j Fe.

( Ma.
{Fe.

( Ma.
[Fe.

( Ma.
{Fe.

(Ma.
(Fe.

(Ma.
Fe.

fTot.
j Ma.
Fe.

[u.

(Ma.
(Fe.

(Ma.

I
Fe.

(Ma.
\ Ye.

( Ma.
{Fe.

( Ma.
JFe.

\ Ma.
[ Fe.

(Ma.
{Fe.

f
Ma.

{ Fe.

1.700

1,607

598
593

9,288

11,901

1,665

1,914

995
1,011

2,940

3,111

744
791

583
629

453
465

1,058

1,029

31,340
15,459

15,881

611
610

434
4G8

974
948

484
508

853
873

748
790

1,512

1,526

302
274

1-03

1-68

1-95

1-69

1-89

1-88

2-28

•99

1-09

1-72

1-60

55
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Table XII.—GENERAL ABSTRACT

Exhibiting the Number of Births, Marriages, and Deaths, registered in the

1856-66,

—

in connection with the Population, according to the State

and of Persons who died ;
—also showing the ratios of the annual average
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FOR THE ELEVEN YEARS—1856-66.

several Counties and Towns of Massachusetts, during the Eleven Years,

Census of June 1, 1865,

—

distinguishing the Sex of Children Born

number of Births, Marriages, and Deaths, to the given Population.

MARRIAGES.
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Table XII.— General Abstract

[18CG.

Counties and Towns.

Berkshire—Con.
Washington,
West Stockbridge,

Williainstown, .

Windsor, .

Bristol County,

Acushnet, .

Attleborough,

Berkeley, .

Dartmouth,
Dighton,

Easton,

Fairhaven, .

Fall River,

.

Freetown, .

Mansfield, .

New Bedford,

Norton,

Raynham, .

Rehoboth, .

Seekonk, .

Somerset, .

Swanzey, .

Taunton, .

Westport, .

Dukes County,

Chilmark, .

Edgartown,
Gosnold,* .

Tisbury,

Essex County,

Amesbury,
Andover,
Beverly,

Boxford,
Bradford,

Danvers,
Essex,

Population,

St. Census

June 1,

1 8 05.

859
1,620

2,555
753

89,395

1,251

6,200
847

3,435

1,813

3,076

2,547

17,481

1,485

2,130

20,853

1,709

1,868

1,843

928
1,789

1,336

16,005

2,799

4,200

548
1,846

108

1,698

171,034

4,181

5,314

5,942

868
1,566

5,144

1,630

BIRTHS.

Ssx.

Males. Females. Unk.

Births
to luo
Persona
tiring.

185
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Ta B L E X 1 1.— General Abstract

[1866.

Counties and Towns.

I'opulatlon.

St. Census

June 1,

1805.

Ilampshire-

Gfanby,
( iici-nwicli,

Hadley, .

Hatfield, .

Huntington,

Middlefield,

Northampton,
Pelham,
Plain field, .

Prescott, .

South Hadley,

Southampton,
Ware,
Westhampton,
Williamsburg,

Worthington,

Con.

Middlesex Cou

Acton,
Arlington,*

Ashby,
Ashland,
Bedford,

Belmont,
Billerica, .

Boxborough,
Brighton, .

Burlington,

Cambridge,
Carlisle,

Charlestown,

Chelmsford,

Concord,
Dracut,
Dunstable, .

Framingham,
Groton,

Holliston, .

Ilopkinton,

IIudson,f .

Lexington,

.

Lincoln,

Littleton, .

Lowell,

Maiden,

NTY,

008
648

2,240

1,405

1,163

727
7,925
737
579
596

2,099

1,216

3,374
636

1,976

925

220,384

1,660

2,760

1,080

1,702

820

1,279

1,808

454
3.854

594

29,112
642

26,399

2,291

2,232

1,905
533

4,665

3,176

3,125

4,132

2,220

711
967

30,990

6,840

BIRTHS.

215
116
615
465
232
204

2,489

53
108
102
658
293
929
181
638
200

65,666

447
816
200
454
215
240
388
92

1,091

146

9,766

159

7,719

647
485
545
65

1,094

965
886

2,070
45

576
182
278

9,406

1,855

Sex.

Blrthi
j

to Hid
Ifales.

i
Females. I'nk. Person!

living.

Ill
58

301
235
128
98

1,292

32
56

54
345
152
465
89

320
101

33,491

237
404
92

247
118
115
191
41
563
83

5,012

76
3,980

340
260
280
40

571
524
473

1,031

22
273
91

147
4,689

978

99
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Table XII.— General Abstract
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Table XII.— General Abstract

[18G6.

Counties and Towns.

Worcester

Sturbridge,

Sutton,

Tcinpleton,

Upton,
Uxbridge, .

Warren,
Webster, .

Westborough,
West Boylston,

West Brookfield,

Westminster,
Winchendon,
Worcester,

.

Con.

Population

St. Census

June 1,

18C5.

1,903

2,363

2,390

2,018

2,838

2,180

3,608

3,141

2,294

1,549

1,639

2,801

30,055

BIRTHS.

Bbx.

Males. Females. Unk.

489
681
725
611
898
699

1,020

787
834
412
372
692

9,753

235
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Supplement to Table XIII.

PLURALITY BIRTHS.—Eleven Years—1856-66.
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Supplement to Table XIII.—Concluded.
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Table XIV.—STILLBORN.—Eleven Years—1856-66.

Distinguishing by Counties, by Months, and by Sex, the registered Number

of Stillbirtlis during the Eleven Years, 1856-GG.

5
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Table XIV.—Concluded.
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Table XVI.—MARRIAGES.—Eleven Years—1850-66.

Exhibiting the Social Conditions and Ages of Parties Married during the

Eleven Years, 1856-66.

Aggregate—Of all Conditions.
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Table XVI.—Continued.

(I).) First Marriage of Male and subsequent Marriage of Female.

-
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Table XVI.— Concluded.

(D.) Subsequent Marriage of both Parties.
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APPENDIX

LAWS
CONCERNING THE REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS, MARRIAGES AND DEATHS.

[General Statutes—Chapter 21.]

OF THE REGISTRY AND RETURNS OF BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND DEATHS.

Section
1. City and Town Clerks to obtain, record, and

index facts concerning Births, Marriages,
and Deaths.

2. Parents and others to give notice of Births,
and Deaths.

3. Physicians to give Certificate of Cause of
Death, when requested. Penalty.

4. Sextons, Undertakers, &c, to make returns
to Clerks of Cities and Towns. Clerks to

give Certificate of Registry of Death to the
Person having charge of funeral rites pre-
liminary to Interment, for delivery, &c.
If Interment takes place without such Cer-
tificate, notice thereof to be given, under
penalty of twenty dollars.

5. Clerk annually to transmit certified Copies
of Records to Secretary.

Section
6. Record or Certificate of Clerk to be prima

facie evidence in Legal Proceedings.
7. Clerks—Fees of, payable by City or Town

;

Accounts of, to be certified by Secretary.
Penalty for neglect of duty.

8. Superintendents of State Almshouses to
record and return to Secretary, births and
deaths therein.

9. Secretary to furnish Blank Books for Records
and Forms for returns, with Instructions.
Clerks to distribute the Blank Forms for

Returns.
10. Secretary,—to cause Returns to be bound, &c.

;

to Report annually to Legislature, &c. ; to

do all other acts necessary to secure the
execution of the provisions of this chapter.

11. Registrars may be chosen, in certain cases, in
place of Town Clerks.

Section 1. The clerk of each city and town shall receive or obtain,

and record, and index, the following facts concerning the births, marriages,

and deaths, therein, separately numbering and recording the same in the

order in which he receives them, designated in separate columns :

In the record of births, the date of the birth, the place of birth, the

name of the child, (if it have any,) the sex and color of the child, the

names and the. places of birth of the parents, the occupation of the father,

the residence of the parents, and the date of the record

;

In the record of marriages, the date of the marriage, the place of mar-

riage, the name, residence and official station of the person by whom mar-

ried, the names and places of birth of the parties, the residence of each, the

age and color of each, the condition of each, (whether single or widowed,)

the occupation, the names of the parents, and the date of the record

;

In the record of. deaths, the date of the death, the name of the deceased,

the sex, the color, the condition, (whether single, widowed, or married,) the

age, the residence, the occupation, the place of death, the place of birth,

the names and places of birth of the parents, the disease or cause of death,

the place of burial, and the date of the record.

Section 2. Parents shall give notice to the clerk of their city or town
of the births and deaths of their children ; every householder shall give

like notice of every birth and death happening in his house ; the eldest

person next of kin shall give such notice of the death of his kindred ; the
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keeper of a workhouse, house of correction, prison, hospital, or almshouse,
except the State almshouses at Tewksbury, Bridgewater, and Monson, and
the master or other commanding officer of any ship shall give like notice

of every birth and death happening among the persons under his charge.

Whoever neglects to give such notice for the space of six months after a
birth or death, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five dollars.

Section 3. Any physician having attended a person during his last

illness, shall—when requested within fifteen days after the decease of such

person—forthwith furnish for registration a certificate of the duration of

the last sickness, the disease of which the person died, and the date of his

decease, as nearly as he can state the same. If any physician refuses or

neglects to make such certificate, he shall forfeit and pay the sum of ten

dollars to the use of the town in which he resides.

Section 4. Every sexton, undertaker, or other person having charge
of a burial-ground, or the superintendent of burials having charge of the

obsequies or funeral rites preliminary to the interment of a human body,

shall forthwith obtain and return to the clerk of the city or town in which
the deceased resided or the death occurred, the facts required by this

chapter to be recorded by said officer concerning the deceased, and the

person making such return shall receive from his city or town the fee of

ten cents therefor.

The clerk, upon recording such facts, shall forthwith give to the person
making such return, a certificate that such return has been made, which
certificate such person shall deliver to the person having charge of the

interment, if other than himself, before the burial when practicable, other-

wise within seven daj-s thereafter. "When a burial takes place and no
certificate is delivered as aforesaid, the sexton, undertaker, or other person

having charge of the interment, shall forthwith give notice thereof to the

clerk under penalty of twenty dollars.

Section o. The clerk of each city and town shall annually on or

before the first day of February, transmit to the secretary of the Common-
wealth, certified copies of the records of the births, marriages, and deaths,

which have occurred therein during, the year ending on the last day of the

preceding December.
Section 6. The record of the town clerk relative to any birth,

marriage, or death, shall be prima facie evidence, in legal proceedings, of

the facts recorded. The certificate signed by the town clerk for the time

being shall be admissible as evidence of any such record.

Section 7.* The clerk shall receive from his city or town for obtaining,

recording, indexing, and returning to the secretary of the Commonwealth,
the facts in relation to a birth, twenty cents ; a marriage, ten cents ; a death,

twenty cents for each of the first twenty entries, and ten cents for each

subsequent entry, as the same shall be certified by the secretary of the

Commonwealth ; but a city or town containing more than ten thousand

inhabitants may limit the aggregate compensation allowed to their clerk.

He shall forfeit a sum not less than twenty nor more than one hundred
dollars for each refusal or neglect to perform any duty required- of him by
this chapter.

Section 8. The superintendents of the State almshouses at Tewks-
bury, Bridgewater, and Monson, shall obtain, record, and make return of

* See chap. 133, on p. cliv, following.
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the facts in relation to the births and deaths which occur in their respective

institutions, in like manner as is required of town clerks. The clerks of

said towns shall, in relation to the births and deaths of persons in said

almshouses, be exempt from the duties otherwise required of them by this

chapter.

Section 9. The secretary shall, at the expense of the Commonwealth,
prepare and furnish to the clerks of the several cities and towns, and to

the superintendents of the State almshouses, blank books of suitable

quality and size to be used as books of record under this chapter, blank

books for indexes thereto, and blank forms for returns, on paper of uniform

size ; and shall accompany the same with such instructions and explanations

as may be necessary and useful. City and town clerks shall make such

distribution of blank forms of returns furnished by the secretary as he

shall direct.

Section 10. The secretary shall cause the returns received by him
for each year to be bound together in one or more volumes with indexes

thereto. lie shall prepare from the returns such tabular result- as will

render them of practical utility, make report thereof annually to the legis-

lature, and do all other acts necessary to carry into effect the provisions of

this chapter.

Section 11. Any city or town containing more than ten thousand

inhabitants, may choose a person other than the clerk to be registrar, who
shall be sworn, and to whom all the provisions of this chapter concerning

clerks shall apply. The returns and notices required to be made and given

to clerks shall be made and given to such registrar under like penalties.

Section 12. The secretary of this Commonwealth shall prosecute, by
an action of tort, in the name of the Commonwealth, for the recovery of

any penalty or forfeiture imposed by this chapter.

Section 13. Any city or town may make rules and regulations to

enforce the provisions of this chapter, or to secure a more perfect registra-

tion of births, marriages, and deaths, therein.

[General Statutes—Chapter 106.]

op marriage.

Sectiow
7. Notice of Intention of Marriage to be entered

with Town Clerk.
8. Certificate of Record of Intention to be given

to Parties by Clerk. Such certificate to be
delivered to Person before whom Marriage is

to be solemnized.
9. Certificate not to issue to certain Minors, ex-

cept on application of Parent, &c. Penalty.
10. Clerk may require Affidavit of Age.
11. Penalty for making False Statement.
12. Parties living in State and Married out of it,

to file certificate on return. Penalty.
13. No Person to solemnize Marriage of a Minor,

without consent of Parents, if any in the
State competent to act.

Sectiox
14. Marriages, by Whom to be solemnized, and In

what Place.

15. Marriages among Quakers.
16. Persons solemnizing Marriage to keep Piecord

and to make Returns to certain Town
Clerks. Clerk to record all Marriages so

returned.
17. Penalty for not making Returns.
18. Penalty for solemnizing a Marriage unlaw-

fully.

19. Penalty, on Person not authorized to Marry.
21. Record of Marriage, or certified copy thereof,

presumptive evidence of Marriage.

Sections 1, 2 and 3. [Marriage between certain relatives prohibited.]

Section 4. [Polygamy forbidden.]

Section 5. [Marriage contracted by insane persons or idiots, void.]

Section G. [Marriages of persons marrying out of the State in order

to evade, &c., void.]
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Section 7. Persons intending to be joined in marriage, shall, before

their marriage cause notice thereof to be entered in the office of the clerk,

or registrar of* the city or town in which they respectively dwell, if within

the State. If there is no such clerk or registrar in the place of their

residence, the entry shall be made in an adjoining city or town.

Section 8. The clerk or registrar shall deliver to the parties a certifi-

cate under his hand, specifying the time when notice of the intention of

marriage was entered with him, together with all facts in relation to the

marriage required by law to be ascertained and recorded, except those

respecting the person by whom the marriage is to be solemnized. Such
certificate shall be delivered to the minister or magistrate in whose presence

the marriage is to be contracted, before he proceeds to solemnize the same.

Section 9. If a clerk or registrar issues such certificate to a male

under the age of twenty-one years, or a female under the age of eighteen

years, having reasonable cause to suppose the person to be under such age,

except upon the application or consent in writing of the parent, master, or

guardian, of such person, he shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one hundred

dollars ; but if there is no parent, master, or guardian, in this State, compe-

tent to act, a certificate may be issued without such application or consent.

Section 10. The clerk or registrar may require of any person apply-

ing for such certificate, an affidavit sworn to before a justice of the peace

for the county where the application is made, setting forth the age of the

parties ; which affidavit shall be sufficient proof of age to authorize the

issuing of the certificate.

Section 11. Whoever applying for such certificate wilfully makes a

false statement in relation to the age or residence, parent, master, or guar-

dian, of either of the parties intending marriage, shall forfeit a sum not

exceeding two hundred dollars.

Section 12. When a marriage is solemnized in another State between

parties living in this State, and they return to dwell here, they shall, within

seven days after their return, file with the clerk or registrar of the city or

town, where either of them lived at the time, a certificate or declaration of

their marriage, including the facts concerning marriages required by law,

and for every neglect they shall forfeit ten dollars.

Section 13. No magistrate or minister shall solemnize a marriage,

having reasonable cause to suppose either of the parties to be under the

age mentioned in section nine, without the consent of the parent or guardian

having the custody of the minor, if there is any in the State competent to act.

Section 14. Marriages may be solemnized by a justice of the peace

in the county for which he is appointed, when either of the parties resides

in the same county ; and throughout the State by any minister of the gospel

ordained according to the usage of his denomination, who resides within the

State and continues to perform the functions of his office ; but all marriages

shall be solemnized in the city or town in which the person solemnizing

them resides, or in which one or both of the persons to be married reside.

Section 15. Marriages among the people called Friends or Quakers

may be solemnized in the manner heretofore used and practised in their

societies.

Section 16. Every justice of the peace, minister, and clerk, or keeper

of the records of the meeting wherein any marriages among the Friends or

Quakers are solemnized, shall make a record of each marriage solemnized

before him, together with all facts relating to the marriage required by law
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to be recorded. He shall also between the first and tenth days of each

month return a copy of the record for the month next preceding, to the

clerk or registrar of the city or town in which the marriage was solemnized,

and shall when neither of the parties to a marriage resides in the city or

town in which the marriage is solemnized, return a copy of the record of

such marriage to the clerk or registrar of the city or town in which one or

both of said parties reside. All marriages so returned shall be recorded

by the clerk or registrar.

SECTION 17. Every person neglecting to make the returns required

by the preceding section, shall forfeit for each neglect not less than twenty

nor more than one hundred dollars.

Section 18. A justice of the peace or minister who joins persons in

marriage contrary to the provisions of this chapter, knowing that the mar-

riage is not duly authorized, shall forfeit not less than fifty nor more than

one hundred dollars.

Section 19. Whoever undertakes to join persons in marriage knowing
that he is not authorized so to do, shall be imprisoned in the jail or confined

to hard labor for a term not exceeding six months, or pay a fine of not less

than fifty nor more than two hundred dollars.

Section 20. [Unintentional informality does not invalidate marriage

in other respects lawful.]

Section 21. The record of a marriage, made and kept as prescribed

by law by the person before whom the marrriage is solemnized, or by the

clerk or registrar of any city or town, or a copy of such record duly certi-

fied, shall be received in all courts and places as presumptive* evidence of

such marriage.

Section 22. [Admission of respondent, general repute, &c, competent

evidence to prove the fact of marriage.]

Section 23. [Marriage in foreign countries by a consul or diplomatic

agent valid, and certificate of such consul or agent presumptive evidence

thereof. ]

[General Statutes—Chapter 29.]

OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS.
Section 10. [County, city and town records and files may be inspected

and copied.]

Section 13. [Penalties;....». for altering or mutilating

any record, paper, or written document, a sum not exceeding fifty dollars,

—for wrongfully detaining records, and other documents, fifty dollars.]

[General Statutes—Section 1 of Chapter 174.]

Sentence when no punishment is provided.

Section 1. In cases of legal conviction, where no punishment is pro-

vided by statute, the court shall award such sentence as is conformable to

the common usage and practice in this State, according to the nature of

the offence, and not repugnant to the constitution.
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[Chapter 138.]

AN ACT CONCERNING THE REGISTRY AND RETURN OF MARRIAGES, BIRTHS
AND DEATHS.

Section 1. The clerk of each city and town, (except in such cities and
towns as choose a registrar, under the eleventh section of the twenty-first

chapter of the General Statutes, in which cases the provisions of this act
shall apply to the registrar,) for receiving or obtaining, recording, indexing
and returning the facts relating to marriages, births and deaths occurring
therein, shall be entitled to receive therefrom the sums following, viz. : for

each marriage, fifteen cents ; for each birth, thirty cents ; for each death
returned to him by the persons specified in sections two, three and four of
chapter twenty-one of the General Statutes, twenty cents for each of the
first twenty entries, and ten cents for each subsequent entry; for each
death not so returned, but by him obtained and recorded, twenty cents.

Section 2. Chapter ninety-six of the acts of the year eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-five, and so much of section seven of the twenty-first

chapter of the General Statutes as is inconsistent herewith, are hereby
repealed.

Section 3. This act shall take effect upon its passage.

{Approved, April 7, 1866.

20
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STATISTICAL NOSOLOGY

ADOPTED FOR REGISTRATION IN MASSACHUSETTS.

The following plan of a Nomenclature and Classification of Diseases

does not essentially differ from that authorized by the Registrar-General

of England, to be used in the preparation of the " Weekly Return of

Births and Deaths in London," and is also, with slight modifications, iden-

tical with that embodied in a report drawn up by William Farr, Esq.,

M. D., of London, for the consideration of the International Statistical

Congress which met at Paris in September, 1855; which report was
printed in the Appendix to the Sixteenth Registration Report of the

Registrar-General, England.

[Note.—This page and those that follow contain two lists of causes of death. The first,—-
that on the left side,—may be called the Tabulap List, and comprises ail the heads which
it is proposed to admit into the complete tables (iX. and X.) and under which all deaths,
from whatever cause are finally distributed. It represents those diseases which, under the
same terms, or terms strictly synonymous with them, are found in practice to occur most
frequently.

The Supplemental List is subordinate to the first, and contains the principal special
diseases which it may be considered desirable to note. The figures in this list indicate the
corresponding heads of the tabular list under which such diseases are ultimately arranged.

Table VIII. includes both the Tabular and Supplementary lists; Tables IX. and X. the
Tabular list only.]

CAUSES OF DEATH.

TABTJLAB LIST.
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CAUSES OF DEATH—(Continued.)

civ

TABULAR LIST.

CLASS I— (Continued.)

Order 2.

—

Enthetic.

I. 2.—1. Syphilis,

2. Stricture of Urethra,

3. Hydrophobia,....
4. Glanders, ....

Order 3.

—

Dietic.

I. 3.—1. Privation, ....
2. Purpura and Scurvy,

Order 4.

—

Parasitic.

I. 4.—1. Thrush,

2. Worms, &c, .

SUPPLEMENTAL LIST.

CLASS II. Constitutional Diseases.

Order 1.

—

Diathetic.

II. l.—l. Gout, ....
2. Dropsy and Ansernia,

3. Cancer,....
4. Noma (or Canker,)
5. Mortification,

Order 2.

—

Tubercular.

II. 2.—1. Scrofula, ....
2. Tabes Mesenterica,

3. Phthisis (Consumption of Lungs,)
4. Hydrocephalus,

CLASS III. Local Diseases.

Order 1.

—

Nervous System.

III. l.—l. Cephalitis,

2. Apoplexy,
3. Paralysis,

4. Insanity,

5. Chorea,
6. Epilepsy,

7. Tetanus,

8. Convulsions,

9. Brain Diseases,* £fc. y

I. 2.—1. Gonorrhoea.
Purulent ophthalmia.

4. Necusia, (usually from
dissection wounds.)

Malignant pustule.

I. 3.—1. Want of Breast Milk.
2. Rickets.

Bronchocele.

I. 4.—2. Porrigo.

Scabies.

Tape worm.
Hydatids.

II. 1.—3. Soft cancer.

Sweep's cancer.

Melanosis.

Other kinds of cancer.

Polypus (part notstated.)
Lupus.

5. Bed-sore.
Dry gangrene.

II. 2.—1. Psoas abscess.

Lumbar abscess.

White swelling.

Cretinism.
2. Tubercular peritonitis.

3. Haemoptysis.
4. Tubercular meningitis.

III. l.-l. Myelitis.

4. Monomania.
Fright.
Grief.

Melancholia.
Rage.

6. Hysteria.
8. Laryngismus stridulus.

9. Neuralgia.
Ophthalmia.
Otitis.

Disease of spinal marrow.
Necrencephalus. (Soften-

ing of Brain.)

* Other diseases of the brain, or diseases of the nervous system, not otherwise distinguished,

•re referred to this head. Mutatis mutandis, the note applies to the corresponding heads in

other Orders of this Class.
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CAUSES OF DEATH—(Continued.)

TABULAR LIST.

CLASS III.—(Continued.)

Order 2.— Organs of Circulation.

III. 2.— 1. Pericarditis, .

2. Aneurism, .

3. Heart Diseases,* $'c, .

Order 3.

—

Respiratory Organs.
III. 3.— 1. Epistaxis,

2. Laryngitis, .

3. Bronchitis, .

4. Pleurisy,

5. Pneumonia, .

G. Asthma, . ,

7. Lung Diseases,* fyc.

Order 4.

—

Digestive Organs.
HI. 4.—1. Gastritis,

2. Enteritis, .

3. Peritonitis, .

4. Ascites,

5. Ulceration of Intestines,

6. Hernia,
7. Ileus, ....
8. Intussusception,

8. Stricture of Intestines, .

10. Fistula,

11. Stomach Diseases,* Sfc,

12. Pancreas Disease,* $r.,

13. Hepatitis,

14. Jaundice,

15. Liver Disease,* fyc,

16. Spleen Disease,* fyc, .

Order 5.— Urinary Organs.
III. 5.—1. Nephritis, .

2. Ischuria,

3. Nephria, (Bright's disease,)

4. Diabetes,

5. Calculus, (Gravel, &c.,)

6. Cystitis,

7. Kidney Disease* Sfc, .

Order G.

—

Generative Organs.
III. 6.—1. Ovarian Dropsy, .

2. Disease of Uterus,* &c,

SUPPLEMENTAL LIST.

III. 2.—1. Carditis.

Endocarditis.
3. Ilypcrtrophia.

Angina pectoris.

Syncope.
Arteritis.

Ilydropericardium.

III.. 3.-2. (Edema glottidis.

4. Empyema.
Ilydrothorax.
Diaphragmitis.
Pneumothorax.

5. Pulmonary apoplexy.
G. Grinder's Asthma.

Miner's Asthma.
Emphysema.

III. i.—l. Glossitis.

Stomatitis.

Pharyngitis.
Oesophagitis.

5. Perforation of—
6. Congenital.

Femoral.
Inguinal.

Scrotal.

Umbilical.
Ventral.

7. Constipation.

11. Dyspepsia.
Pyrosis.

Gastralgia.

Ha?matemesis.
Melama.
Haemorrhoids.

14. Gall-stones.

15. Cirrhosis.

III. 5.-6. Cystirrhcea.

7. Diuresis.

Ilaematuria.
Dis. of prostate.

Dis. of bladder.

III. G.2. Orchitis.

Hydrocele.

Hysteritis, (Inflammation
of Womb.)

Ovarian tumor.
Uterine tumor.
Polypus uteri.

* See Note under III. 1.—9.
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CAUSES OF DEATH—(Continued.)

clvii

TABULAR LIST.
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CAUSES OF DEATH—(Concluded.)
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